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Many application areas of computer science require to specify structural properties of graphs.
Nested (graph) conditions [5], formulas that apply logical operators {∀,∃,∧,∨,¬} to (injective)
graph morphisms, are well-established to express such properties. However, nested conditions
may only inspect subgraphs of bounded size, whereas one often wants to express “global” prop-
erties of a graph, like the existence of a path of unbounded length.

Orejas et al. [6] and Poskitt & Plump [7] have extended nested conditions so that global
properties can be specified. These approaches have in common that these conditions are checked
by logical means.

Here we propose another extension of nested conditions to specify global graph properties
that can be checked by finite automata. The idea is as follows.

• An operation that concatenates graphs can be defined by gluing their designated front and
rear nodes; this gives rise to graph expressions using concatenation, union, and Kleene star
of graph languages, which are interpretations of regular string languages (over symbols with
front and rear rank), defining a class of graph languages “that could be called regular” [4].
In particular, such a language may contain paths of unbounded length.

• Graph expressions can be transformed into equivalent finite graph automata, the trans-
formations of which can then be made deterministic, by modest adaptations of the corre-
sponding constructions for finite string automata [3]. The moves of a finite graph automa-
ton consume an edge of the input graph. Different from string matching, several edges
may match an input graph so that one of them has to be chosen nondeterministically,
even if their transitions of the automaton are deterministic. Only if the automaton fulfils
additional criteria, it may work without backtracking, in linear time.

• We introduce nested (graph) expressions as formulas that apply logical operators {∀,∃,∧,∨,¬}
to graph expressions (instead to graph morphisms). They allow global graph properties
to be specified.

• Brugging, Hülsbusch, and König have lifted the notion of an alternation [2] from strings to
graphs.1 In [1], an alternating graph automaton has two kinds of states: if the automaton
is in an existential state, at least one of its ongoing moves must lead to success; in a
universal state, this must be the case for all of its ongoing moves. For our purposes, we
adapt these automata so that they succeed if they recognize a subgraph of the input graph
in question, not only if they recognize the entire subgraph.

1As an instantiation of finite automata on arrows in categories that have pushouts.
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Figure 1: A nested graph expression and its alternating graph automaton

• Nested graph expressions can be checked with alternating finite graph automata that
accept a given input graph if and only if it contains a subgraph that satisfies them. The
translation takes the automata for the graph expressions contained in a nested graph
expression (where final states are turned into universal states, and all others into existential
states), and represents the operators of the nested graph expressions by corresponding
kinds of states: Existential quantifiers and disjunctions are represented by existential
states; universal quantifiers and conjunctions are represented by universal states; negated
expressions ¬nex are translated by taking the complement of the automaton for nex, where
the complement of an alternating finite graph automaton is obtained by turning existential
states into universal states and vice versa.

Figure 1 shows an example: The nested graph expression nex = ∀(e∗,¬∃e−1) uses graphs e and
e−1.2 It specifies that in a graph like G, the unique front node (indicated by a double line to its
left border) should be the root of a tree, i.e., connected to other nodes so that none of them is
the target of other nodes. The alternating finite graph automaton A(nex) checks this property.
Like G, graphs satisfying nex may contain further nodes and edges unless they are connected to
the subtree.

This research is in an early state. A detailed comparison to the approaches in [6, 7] is missing
as well as an implementation of the alternating automata for nested graph expressions.3
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2Nested condition ∀(P,C) specify that that all graphs satisfying the premises P shall satisfy the conclusion C.
3However, M. de Rosa and M. Minas will present an implementation of plain graph expressions at this workshop.
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